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Managing transfer pricing risk in a rapidly changing environment
In today’s world, economic conditions and government responses, including tax policies, are
evolving at a fast pace. Increasing revenue pressures and the focus on transparency mean
multinational enterprises can be subject to robust transfer pricing audits — and transfer pricing
controversy continues to be one of the hot topics in international tax law. To manage these
risks, companies need a nimble transfer pricing management strategy to align with shifting
business models, markets, product lines and tax authority priorities. Read this recent EY article
for tips on how to implement such a strategy. Also, listen to our recent EMEIA transfer pricing
controversy webcast focused on distribution, in which we discuss real-life examples and
provide country-specific comments on transfer pricing in Russia, Germany and France.

        Related articles:

► Issue 26: Prepare now for post-pandemic tax controversy
► Issue 25: Managing indirect taxes through and beyond COVID-19
► Issue 24: Expected heightened global tax controversy from COVID-19 disruptions
► Tax controversy is a global issue — is your company ready?
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This material has been prepared for general informational purposes only and is not intended to be relied upon as accounting, tax or other professional advice. Please refer to
your advisors for specific advice.
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